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Prussian Blue (PB) is an inexpensive, biocompatible, photothermally active material. In this paper, self-assembled monolayers of PB nanoparticles were grafted on a glass surface, protected with a thin layer of silica and decorated with spherical silver nanoparticles. This combination of a photothermally active nanomaterial, PB, and an intrinsically antibacterial one, silver, leads to a versatile coating that can be used for medical devices and implants. The intrinsic antibacterial action of nanosilver, always active over time, can be enhanced on demand by switching on the photothermal effect of PB using near infrared (NIR) radiation, which has a good penetration depth through tissues and low side effects. Glass surfaces functionalized by this layer-by-layer approach have been characterized for their morphology and composition, and their intrinsic and photothermal antibacterial effect was studied against Gram+ and Gram− planktonic bacteria.

Introduction

Prussian Blue (PB) is an iron containing coordination polymer, known since the 18th century. Accidentally discovered by the German (Prussian, at the times) colour maker Heinrich Diesbach,1 it has been used for centuries as a blue pigment2 and, more recently, for its electrochemical, electrochromic, magnetic and electrocatalytic properties.3 In the last few years, there has been increasing interest for the potential biomedical applications of PB in the fields of imaging and therapy,4 thanks also to the FDA approval of PB as an antidote for Tl+ and Cs+ poisoning. PB is formed by Fe3+ cations and hexacyanoferrate(II) complex anions, [Fe(CN)6]3−, the latter being a complex with d6 Fe3+ cations in a low spin state. In PB the Fe3+ cations are coordinated by the carbon atom of the cyanide (CN−) ligand, while Fe3+ cations are octahedrally coordinated by 6 nitrogen atoms.

PB shows an intense absorption band in the visible region, centered at 700 nm, due to an intervalence charge transfer of the FeII/FeIII couple.5 The absorption band extends in the so-called biological window (750–900 nm) and undergoes thermal relaxation, leading to photothermal heating. This makes PB an ideal candidate for photothermal therapy, showing a photothermal effect comparable to that of metal nanoparticles.6 To date, the vast majority of the papers treating the photothermal effect of Prussian blue nanoparticles (PBNPs) are devoted to cancer treatment,7–10 but we recently showed that the same effect can be exploited to exert an antibacterial effect.11,12 Our study was based on our previous knowledge of the functionalization of surfaces with metal nanoparticles for the preparation of antibacterial and antifouling materials.13–15 In the last few years, some other papers appeared in the literature reporting the antibacterial effect of PBNP and its analogs.16–18 In the latter case (i.e. the PB analogs, coordination polymers where FeII or FeIII has been replaced fully or partially by another cation) PB loses or changes its typical absorption band, and the effect relies on different mechanisms than the photothermal effect: e.g. the release or uptake of cations.19 Plain PB, on the other hand, has shown good antibacterial performances based on the photothermal ablation of bacteria.20,21

In this work we tried to enhance the antibacterial effect of functionalized surfaces, combining a photothermal agent, PBNPs, with a material with intrinsic antibacterial properties: silver nanoparticles (AgNPs). Nanosized silver is a well-known antibacterial agent, and we already tested its efficiency when anchored on Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAMs) on glass surfaces.13,15,22 Silver also proved to be effective in combination with a photothermally active nanomaterial, i.e. gold nanostars.14 The use of PB could provide a safe and inexpensive alternative to gold nanomaterials, exploiting its ease of synthesis and its biocompatibility.

Some papers report the use of PB in combination with silver, but using different approaches: the examples already present in the literature use PB analogs19,23 or silver nanoparticles embedded in a PB analog shell. Only one of them
exploits a dual mode antibacterial effect, but uses a photothermal effect in the visible region, which is hardly exploitable in in vivo environments.

In this research work, we thus tried to improve the effect of PBNP functionalized surfaces by adding an overlayer of AgNPs, using the layer-by-layer approach. We believe that this approach can open a new, modular functionalization strategy, easily transferrable to several materials. This could lead to the preparation of novel medical devices and implants capable of preventing the spread of bacterial infections in patients and in nosocomial environments.

A SAM of PBNPs was prepared to anchor PB on an organic polyamionic monolayer, exploiting the electrostatic interaction between negatively charged citrate-coated PBNPs and the positively charged protonated amines. This SAM was then coated with a protective layer of SiO₂, in order to protect it and prevent the interaction between PBNPs and silver. The SiO₂ layer was then further functionalized using the same approach: a grafting layer of silane functionalized polyethylenimine was used to anchor a layer of AgNPs.

**Experimental**

**Materials**

Iron(III) chloride hexahydrate, potassium hexacyanoferrate, citric acid, hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, sulfuric acid, silver nitrate, sodium borohydride, and tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Trimethoxysilylpropyl(polyethyleneimine) (50% in isopropanol) was purchased from Gelest Inc. Reagents and used as received. Solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as supplied. Microscopy cover glass slides (2.2 × 2.6 cm) were purchased from Delchemica. Water was deionized and then distilled. Glassware was carefully cleaned with aqua regia, then washed three times with bidistilled water in a sonic bath and oven dried.

**Methods and instrumentation**

**UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy.** A Varian Cary 50 UV-Vis spectrophotometer, Agilent, USA, was used. The wavelength scan range was 300–1100 nm. The samples were placed in a holder enabling the transmission measurement of the same spot on the slide during all experimental stages.

**Contact angle measurement.** A KSV CAM200, KSV Instruments, Finland, was used. The static contact angle was measured using water by the sessile drop method.

**Scanning electron microscopy (SEM).** A Tescan Mira XMU, Tescan USA Inc., USA, was used. Glass slides were mounted on Al stubs and were made electrically conductive by coating them in a vacuum with Pt (thickness 2.5 nm).

**Determination of Fe and Ag by ICP-OES.** An ICP-OES OPTIMA 3000, PerkinElmer, USA, was used. The total Fe and Ag content on functionalized glass slides was determined by dipping the glass slides in diluted aqua regia (4:25 with water) in a beaker and shaking overnight on a Heidolph Promax 1020 reciprocating shaker. After the removal of the glass sample, the resulting solution was sent to ICP-OES measurement without further modifications.

Fe and Ag release experiments were carried out by dipping a glass slide in 3 mL of bidistilled water in a 50 mL beaker for the chosen time (5 h or 24 h). After the chosen release time, the glass was removed and ultrapure HNO₃ was added to the solution up to 4% concentration. Fe and Ag contents were determined by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy.

**Photo-thermal effect upon near-infrared (NIR) irradiation.** PB monolayers were irradiated with NIR light at 808 nm with a multimode AlGaAs laser diode (L808P200, Thorlabs GmbH Dachau/Munich, Germany). The irradiation power used was 200 mW, corresponding to 0.26 W cm⁻² irradiance on the sample. The increase in temperature was monitored using an FLIR E40 thermocamera and FLIR Tools+ software (FLIR Systems, Wilsonville, OR, USA).

**Studies on planktonic bacteria – determination of the microbicidal effect (ME)**

The antibacterial activity of the glasses was investigated against *Staphylococcus aureus* ATCC 6538 (Gram+) and *Escherichia coli* ATCC 10536 (Gram–). The microorganisms were grown overnight in Tryptone Soya Broth (Oxoid; Basingstoke, Hampshire, England) at 37 °C. The washed cells were re-suspended in Dulbecco’s PBS 10% and optical density (OD) was adjusted to 0.2 at 600 nm wavelength corresponding approximately to 1 × 10⁶ Colony Forming Units (CFU mL⁻¹).

Bacterial suspensions (10 µL) were deposited on a standard microscope slide (76 × 26 mm); subsequently the microbial suspensions were covered with a functionalized glass (22 × 26 mm), forming a thin film between the slides that facilitated direct contact of the microorganisms with the active NP surface. The two assembled glasses were introduced in a Falcon test-tube (50 mL) containing 1 mL of PBS to maintain a damp environment. For each bacterial strain two equivalent modified glasses were prepared; the slides were maintained in contact with liquid films containing bacteria at room temperature for 5 and 24 h, respectively; for each time of contact an unmodified glass slide was processed in parallel as a control sample. After different times of contact, 9 mL of PBS were introduced in each Falcon test-tube under gentle shaking to detach the assembled glass slides. Bacterial suspensions were then grown in Tryptone Soya Agar (Oxoid; Basingstoke, Hampshire, England) to count viable cells. The decimal-log reduction rate, *i.e.* microbicidal effect (ME), was calculated using the formula:

\[
    ME = \log NC - \log NE
\]

where NC is the number of CFU mL⁻¹ developed on the unmodified control glasses, and NE is the number of CFU mL⁻¹ counted after exposure to modified glasses. The results expressed as ME represent the average of six equivalent determinations.
Photothermal microbicidal effect under NIR irradiation (PME)

The antibacterial activity of NIR irradiation on the glasses was investigated against *S. aureus* ATCC 6538 (Gram+) and *E. coli* ATCC 10356 (Gram−). The microorganisms were grown overnight in Tryptone Soya Broth (Oxoid; Basingstoke, Hampshire, England) at 37 °C. The washed cells were re-suspended in Dulbecco’s PBS 10% and optical density (OD) was adjusted to 0.2, at 600 nm wavelength corresponding approximately to 1 × 10⁸ Colony Forming Units (CFU mL⁻¹). Bacterial suspensions (10 μL) were deposited in little wells (20 × 20 mm); subsequently glass slides (22 × 26 mm) were cut into four parts (10 × 10 mm each) and one of these parts was laid down upon bacterial suspensions, forming a thin film between the slides that facilitates direct contact of microorganisms with the active NP surface. Subsequently, the slides were irradiated with continuous laser sources tuned on 808 nm for 30 minutes using an irradiance of 0.26 W cm⁻² and a beam waist of 1.0 cm (multimode AlGaAs laser diode, L808P200, Thorlabs GmbH, power of radiation 200 mW). After irradiation the inoculum was re-suspended in 1 mL of Dulbecco’s PBS 10%; these bacterial suspensions were serially diluted in PBS and were then grown in Tryptone Soya Agar (Oxoid; Basingstoke, Hampshire, England) to count viable cells. The decimal-log reduction rate, microbicidal effect (T-ME), was calculated using the formula: PME = log NCM − log NT (NCM is the number of CFU mL⁻¹ developed on the modified but not irradiated control glasses; NT is the number of CFU mL⁻¹ counted after exposure to modified and irradiated glasses).

Synthesis of Prussian blue nanoparticles (PBNPs)

PBNPs were synthesized by modifying a previously reported procedure. The concentration of the iron salts was increased from 1 mM (as in the published paper) to 10 mM. In brief, 0.2 mmol [Fe(CN)]₆³⁻ and 0.5 mmol citric acid were dissolved in 20 mL of water. The solution was kept under stirring at 60 °C. A second solution was prepared with 0.2 mmol Fe(CN)₆³⁻ and 0.5 mmol citric acid in 20 mL of water, heated at 60 °C and added to the Fe(III) solution. The resulting deep blue solution was kept under stirring for 5 min at 60 °C and then at room temperature for 30 min. The solution was centrifuged for 25 min at 13 000 rpm in 10 mL test tubes for purification. The PBNPs pellet was resuspended in the original volume of bi-distilled water.

Synthesis of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs)

AgNPs were synthesized according to a published procedure, without modifications. To 100 mL of ice cooled water the following ice-cooled solutions were added in sequence under vigorous stirring: 1 mL of 1% (w/v) AgNO₃ solution, after one minute 1 mL of 1% (w/v) sodium citrate and, after 1 more minute, 0.50 mL of a solution of 0.075% w in NaBH₄ and 1% w in sodium citrate.

Preparation of PEI-silane self-assembled monolayers

Firstly, glass substrates were cleaned with fresh piranha solution (3:1 v/v H₂SO₄ : H₂O₂ (30%)) for 30 minutes. (Caution! Piranha solution is a strong oxidizing agent and should be handled with care.) The glass slides were washed three times with bi-distilled water in a sonic bath and then dried in an oven at 140 °C. Glass-PEI glasses were prepared following a published procedure. Briefly: clean glasses were immersed in a 4% (v/v) solution of PEI-silane in ethanol at room temperature for 6 minutes. Then the slides were washed twice again with ethanol and one time with bi-distilled water in a sonic bath and blown-dried with a nitrogen stream. In a typical preparation, 8 glass slides were prepared at the same time, *i.e.* reacting in the same silane solution inside an 8-place holder (a microscope glass slide staining jar).

Grafting of PBNPs on PEI SAMs (Glass-PB)

Glass-PB was prepared according to a published procedure. Shortly Glass-PEI glasses were dipped overnight in a PBNP colloid (previously centrifuged and resuspended in the original volume of bi-distilled water). Typically, 8 glass slides were prepared with the same PBNP batch in a microscope glass slide staining jar. After that, the staining jar was filled with bi-distilled water and the samples were sonicated three minutes. Finally the samples were blow dried with nitrogen before use.

SiO₂ coating on Glass-PB (Glass-SiO₂)

Glass-PB was immersed in a solution of 0.3% (v/v) of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) in ethanol. For a typical 8 glass preparation in a microscope jar, 40 mL of ethanol, 120 μL of TEOS and 403 μL of ammonia were added. After two hours at 40 °C the glasses were washed 2 times for three minutes with fresh ethanol in a sonic bath and then blow dried with nitrogen.

PEI-silane SAMs on Glass-SiO₂

The procedure is already described in the previous paragraph “Preparation of PEI-silane self-assembled monolayers”. Briefly, Glass-SiO₂ glasses were immersed in a 4% (v/v) solution of PEI-silane in ethanol at room temperature for 6 minutes. Then the slides were washed two times with ethanol and one time with bi-distilled water in a sonic bath and blow-dried with nitrogen.

Grafting of AgNPs (Glass-PB/Ag)

Glass-PB/Ag was obtained by dipping Glass-SiO₂ functionalized with PEI silane in an AgNP colloidal solution (prepared the day before) for 15 minutes. This procedure was adapted from a well-established procedure for the preparation of AgNPs monolayers on an amino-terminated SAM. After that time the glasses were washed 2 times with fresh bi-distilled water and blow-dried with nitrogen.

Results and discussion

Choice of the functionalization strategy

In preliminary screening, we tested different approaches to achieve a multilayer (or a mixed monolayer containing both silver and PB nanoparticles). The easier approach would be
immersing a PEI-silane slide in an AgNP colloid and later in a PBNP colloid, or vice versa. Both of these strategies led to the complete degradation of the first layer of particles (see S2 for experimental details and spectroscopic data), probably due to the formation of silver hexacyanoferrate. This simple approach is thus not viable, and the first grafted layer of inorganic nanoparticles needs to be appropriately protected before the second nanomaterial is anchored on the surface.

The best strategy to combine two different materials on the same substrate, PBNPs and AgNPs, avoiding their reaction was therefore the layer-by-layer approach, using a thin layer of silica to physically isolate PB from silver and prevent any side reactions. The use of silica allows us to maintain the transparency needed for the photothermal effect. We adopted an approach that our group used previously for the formation and protection of a monolayer of gold nanostars and further grafting of an AgNP monolayer. The synthetic pathway is sketched in Fig. 1.

### Characterization of single steps

Each step in the LbL process was characterized by means of UV-Vis spectroscopy and contact angle measurement. The two techniques are non-destructive and easily available and can be used for a routine check of functionalization. The steps which can lead to a relevant change in the morphology of the substrates (i.e. Glass-PB, Glass-SiO2 and Glass-PB/Ag layer) were also analyzed by SEM imaging, in order to track any changes in the shape and distribution of the grafted particles.

**Contact angle measurement.** Contact angle measurement and UV-Vis spectroscopy are non-destructive, inexpensive techniques that can be applied as a routine control on all the prepared samples. All the functionalization steps were characterized through static water contact angle measurements. The results, expressed as average values and standard deviations, are reported in Table 1.

The first layer of nanoparticles is formed by PB nanocubes (see S1 for TEM imaging of the colloid) and its contact angle value, 6°, indicates high hydrophilicity. The value is also significantly different from the contact angle of the underlying monolayer of PEI-silane (not reported in the table) which is typically around 41°. Deposition of a silica overlayer leads also to a very low CA, 7°, diagnostic of a highly hydrophilic surface and perfectly compatible with what we reported before for a gold nanostar monolayer coated with SiO2. The formation of a PEI-silane monolayer on top of SiO2 leads to a CA of 22°, lower than the PEI SAM on glass, but still significantly different from the CA of the underlying layer. Moreover, it has to be stressed that the CA of polyamines can be strongly dependent on the morphology and protonation. The difference between this layer and the first PEI SAM is thus not surprising. The deposition of AgNPs does not significantly change the CA value of the underlying amino-terminated SAM, as we previously reported for a similar material (i.e. AgNP layer on the APTES SAM).

CA measurement allows us to follow the LbL process with a quick, non-destructive technique. Some of the steps, however, do not show significant differences in the CA values and require further characterization with other techniques, as shown in the following paragraphs.

**UV-Vis spectroscopy.** Functionalized glass slides were also characterized by UV-Vis spectroscopy, in order to identify the presence of PBNPs and AgNPs, both bearing a diagnostic and intense visible absorption.

The first layer with a spectrum significantly different from bare glass is Glass-PB: the spectrum shows a typical absorption band centered at 700 nm, diagnostic of the presence of Prussian blue nanocrystals. Coating the PBNP layer with TEOS (i.e. a silica layer) induces a blue shift in the maximum absorp-

---

**Table 1** Static water contact angle values for each step of the LbL process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>CA (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass-PB</td>
<td>6(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass-SiO2</td>
<td>7(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass-SiO2/PEI</td>
<td>22(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass-PB/Ag</td>
<td>23(3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each value is the average of the measurements taken on three samples (four measurements for each sample). Standard deviation in parentheses.

---

![Fig. 1](image-url) The scheme depicts the approach adopted for the layer-by-layer functionalization of a glass slide. (1) Deposition of a polyaminic self-assembled monolayer on a glass slide, (2) grafting of PBNPs, (3) protection of the PBNP layer with a thin layer of silica, (4) second grafting layer of polyamino silane and (5) grafting of AgNPs.
tion wavelength and a decrease in the absorbance. It has been previously reported\textsuperscript{27} that PB undergoes a slight shift in its maximum absorption wavelength when PBNPs are suspended in different solvents. Moreover, it has been reported that SiO\textsubscript{2} coating on mesoporous PBNPs induces a significant blue-shift and a decrease in absorbance.\textsuperscript{28} The same effect can be at the origin of the blue-shift and intensity decrease we observed upon changing from Glass-PB to Glass-SiO\textsubscript{2} samples.

After the deposition of PEI-silane and successive AgNP grafting (Glass-PB/Ag sample, the green line in Fig. 2) two distinct bands appear in the UV-Vis spectrum: PBNP band is shifted back to the original maximum absorption wavelength, 704 ± 3 nm, while the diagnostic LSPR band of silver nanoparticles is present at 393 ± 5 nm (all the values are calculated with the average of 8 samples). The last functionalization step seems to lead to a decrease in the PBNP band intensity. A quantitative evaluation, however, is difficult due to the incomplete resolution of the bands and to the high FWHM. Better quantification of the PBNPs can be achieved by means of ICP-OES analysis, described in the next paragraph.

Glass-PB/Ag samples are homogeneous all over the surface (i.e. spectra recorded in different spots of the sample are similar) and are stable in air for months.

**ICP-OES elemental analysis.** Total quantities of Fe and Ag grafted in the successive functionalization steps were determined in solution through ICP-OES analysis, after complete oxidation of the metals (see Experimental for details). The total metal quantity was then related to the sample surface, obtaining a surface concentration of metal ions (expressed as µg cm\textsuperscript{-2}), as shown in Table 2.

The iron concentration on the PBNP monolayer is coherent with what we previously published for a SAM made using the same procedure.\textsuperscript{12} Deposition of a SiO\textsubscript{2} layer does not induce a significant variation in the Fe concentration. This confirms that the differences in the UV-Vis spectra described in the previous paragraph must be due only to the change in the optical properties of the material, and not to a loss of Fe ions or PBNPs.

In Glass-PB/Ag the Ag concentration is lower than what we reported previously for a AgNP monolayer.\textsuperscript{13,22} The value of surface concentration found in our experiments is about 65% of what we found for a simple SAM of AgNPs on a thiol-terminated silane layer.

Besides evaluating the total quantity of iron and silver loaded on the glass samples, we also wanted to evaluate the release of metal ions in water from Glass-PB/Ag samples. This was done with release experiments in 3 mL of bidistilled water at 5 and 24 hours (as described in the Materials and methods section). The chosen release times are the same used for antibacterial activity tests described in paragraph 3.3.1. Fe ions release is comparable with what we previously found for a Glass-PB type surface:\textsuperscript{12} ≈15% of the total Fe is released at 5 and 24 hours, with a Fe concentration in the experiment volume of ≈3 × 10\textsuperscript{-6}, which can be considered completely harmless in a biological environment. Moreover, UV-Vis spectroscopy on the release solution did not show any absorption peaks: this allows us to rule out the detachment of nanoparticles, ascribing the detected Fe in water only to the release of ions.

The measured release of Ag ions was 0.13 µg cm\textsuperscript{-2} at 5 hours and 0.18 µg cm\textsuperscript{-2} at 24 hours. These values are higher than those found for monolayers of silver nanoparticles on silane SAMs (i.e. thiol\textsuperscript{11} or amino modified surfaces\textsuperscript{15,22}) but are comparable to what we found for a monolayer of AgNPs grafted on a thin layer of silica in a multi-layered material.\textsuperscript{14} This data thus confirm that a higher release of silver ions is obtained when silver nanoparticles are grafted on a less regular surface like a silica layer grown over a nanostructured surface. Silver release, in all the mentioned studies, is higher in the first few hours and reaches a steady state for longer periods. UV-Vis measurements on the released solutions confirmed that, as we reported for PBNPs, the LSPR band of AgNPs is totally absent in the measured solutions, confirming that silver is released only in ionic form, and not as metal nanoparticles. This helps to rule out potential toxicity related to the release of nanostructured metallic silver in the biological environment. Under the conditions of our experiment (i.e. a 11.44 cm\textsuperscript{2} sample in 3 mL of bidistilled water), the released silver ion concentration was 0.95 µg mL\textsuperscript{-1}. The level of released silver ions is well below the concentrations that can cause any toxicity-related issues. Typically a concentration of tens-hundred of milligrams per kg bodyweight is required to exert any negative effects.\textsuperscript{29}

![Representative UV-Vis spectra for each functionalization step. Black line: Glass-PB, red line: Glass-SiO\textsubscript{2}, and green line Glass-PB/Ag.](image-url)
SEM imaging. Glass-PB, Glass-SiO₂, and Glass-PB/Ag samples were characterized thanks to SEM microscopy imaging, in order to confirm the morphology of the nanoparticles after their anchoring on glass slides. Fig. 3 shows a representative micrograph for each of the above-mentioned layers.

Fig. 3A shows the typical shape and size of PBNP nanocubes, compatible with what we found with TEM measurements on the PB colloid (see ESI†). The deposition of a SiO₂ layer (Fig. 3B) does not show a significant modification in the nanoparticle morphology. Measuring 150 particles on each sample (i.e. Glass-PB and Glass-SiO₂) the average sizes are 31 ± 12 nm and 31 ± 10 nm, respectively. Both average size measurements are not significantly different from what we found on TEM imaging (29 ± 8 nm). It is thus reasonable to estimate that the thickness of the SiO₂ layer is a few nanometers, as expected from the chosen experimental conditions.14 The actual presence of SiO₂ is nevertheless confirmed by a change in the optical properties reported in paragraph 3.2.2 and by the fact that the deposition of AgNPs in the absence of a SiO₂ layer is not possible (as shown in S2).

Fig. 3C clearly shows the presence of AgNPs on top of the PBNPs. This further confirms the presence of silver (which was already detected and quantified by means of ICP-OES, as described in the previous paragraph) and further confirms the fact that silver is present as nanoparticles, as expected from the presence of an LSPR band in the UV-Vis spectra.

Photothermal effect. We recently demonstrated that PBNP monolayers show a remarkable photothermal effect which can be exploited for antibacterial action.12 The effect is retained in all the LbL functionalization steps of the hybrid material presented in this paper, i.e. Glass-PB, Glass-SiO₂ and Glass-PB/Ag. The results are shown in Table 3 and a representative thermogram for each step is shown in Fig. 3.

Glass-PB samples showed a thermal increase of 13.3 K after 60 seconds of irradiation, a value comparable with what we previously reported for the same material. Glass-SiO₂ and Glass-PB/Ag show lower values of ΔT, but this is not surprising as these samples have a lower absorbance at the wavelength of irradiation.

To further confirm this dependence, which is always verified for the photothermal effect of nanoparticles, we plotted the ΔT values of the three different functionalization steps as a function of the absorbance at 808 nm. As shown in panel A of Fig. 4 hyperthermia is linearly dependent on the absorbance at the wavelength of irradiation. Glass-SiO₂ and Glass-PB/Ag have different maximum absorbances, but the spectra at 808 nm are almost superimposed. The ΔT values are thus completely similar.

It must be remarked that even a small increase in temperature can be crucial for exerting an efficient bactericidal effect. A 9 K variation (as reported for Glass-PB/Ag samples) can indeed increase the local temperature from physiological 37° to 46° degrees, enough to activate the irreversible effects of hyperthermia in the cells.

Antibacterial effect

Prussian blue has no intrinsic antibacterial effects, since this coordination polymer is nontoxic and perfectly biocompatible. Moreover, nanoparticles on a SAM are firmly anchored and their release in solution is negligible. We thus previously demonstrated that a PBNP SAM anchored on PEI-silane (i.e. a Glass-PB sample) has no antibacterial effect against Gram+ and Gram- bacteria. A limited effect can however be obtained by exploiting the photothermal effect of these surfaces.12

Intrinsic antibacterial effect. Glass-PB/Ag substrates bear a top layer of AgNPs which are intrinsically antibacterial. We thus tested their activity against representative Gram+ and Gram- bacteria: S. aureus and E. coli, respectively. Tests were performed against planktonic bacterial cells at different

**Table 3** Photothermal effect (as ΔT(K) after 60 s of irradiation at 0.255 W cm⁻²)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>ΔT(K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass-PB</td>
<td>13.3(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass-SiO₂</td>
<td>9.2(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass-PB/Ag</td>
<td>8.9(5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each value is the average of the measurements taken on three samples. Standard deviation in parentheses.
contact times: 5 hours and 24 hours. The microbicidal effect (ME) was expressed as logarithmic units using eqn (1):

\[
\text{ME} = \log N_C - \log N_E.
\]

In eqn (1), \(N_C\) represents the CFU mL\(^{-1}\) (colony forming units) number counted on a reference sample (i.e. a clean, non-functionalized glass slide) while \(N_E\) is the CFU mL\(^{-1}\) number counted on functionalized glass.

The results shown in Table 4 show a significant effect against both strains.

The results are compatible with what we reported in previous studies on silver nanoparticles anchored on different monolayers.\(^\text{13,22}\) The intrinsic effect at 24 h of Glass-PB/Ag is also comparable with a material combining photothermally active gold nanostars and silver nanoparticles, studied in a previous work of our research group.\(^\text{14}\) In comparison with gold nanostars/silver nanoparticle hybrid materials, Glass-PB/Ag has a higher intrinsic effect for the 5 h incubation time. Silver nanoparticles always show a greater effect against Gram– bacteria, leading to the complete elimination of the viable cells (i.e. logarithmic effects greater than 5–6 units). The effect against Gram+ bacteria is always lower on this kind of surface, probably due to the presence of a thicker peptidoglycan cell wall. It has to be stressed, however, that a 1.4–1.6 logarithmic unit effect against \(S.\) aureus means that more than 95% of the bacterial cells are killed at the given times.

**Photothermal antibacterial effect.** In order to evaluate the switchable photothermal antibacterial effect a different experiment was performed: functionalized glasses were put in contact with a planktonic suspension of bacteria (similarly to the intrinsic effect test) and irradiated for 30 minutes with a low irradiance (i.e. 0.255 W cm\(^{-2}\)).

The results shown in Table 5, expressed as logarithmic units, show significant effects against Gram+ and Gram– bacteria at shorter times, when irradiation is used to improve the antibacterial effect. The results are compared with what we obtained from a PBNP monolayer anchored on a PEI SAM (i.e. the Glass-PB stage of the samples presented in this paper). The small photothermal microbicidal effect exerted by PBNPs alone is significantly increased when the intrinsic effect of silver is added. Considering the effect on Gram– bacteria (\(E.\) coli in our tests) an intrinsic effect is present also at the shorter incubation times used in these tests, in 30 minutes the effect is 1.7 logarithmic units. This effect is strongly increased, reaching 4.7 units. The effect is higher than the 3.3 units measured in the presence of the sole PBNP monolayer. For Glass-PB/Ag the effect is a sum of the intrinsic effect of silver and of the photothermal effect of Prussian blue, leading to almost complete elimination of viable bacterial cells in 30 minutes.

**Table 5 Photothermal microbicidal effect (ME) against Gram+ \(S.\) aureus and Gram– \(E.\) coli, with and without 30’ irradiation at 808 nm and 0.255 W cm\(^{-2}\) irradiance.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bacterial strain</th>
<th>ME Glass-PB/Ag</th>
<th>ME Glass-PB 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.7(5)</td>
<td>4.7(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S.) aureus</td>
<td>0.6(6)</td>
<td>1.5(3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each value is the average of 3 measurement repetitions. Standard deviation on the last digit in parentheses. Values for the photothermal microbicidal effect in the absence of AgNPs (i.e. of the Glass-PB SAM only) are reported in ref. 11. NL = no laser irradiation; L = laser irradiation.

Regarding the effect against Gram+ bacteria (\(S.\) aureus) in the absence of irradiation, the effect is low and not clearly discernible from the value reported without AgNPs. A significant and much higher effect, however, is measured in the presence of irradiation at 808 nm: 1.5 units of PME are measured for Glass-PB/Ag samples, while the effect is null for the sole PBNP monolayer. The presence of silver is thus increasing considerably the effect, in combination with the photothermal action of PBNPs. An effect of 1.5 logarithmic units corresponds to the elimination of \(\approx\)97% of the viable bacterial cells. Under irradiation this effect is obtained in 30 minutes, a much shorter time with respect to the 5 hours needed to obtain a comparable effect in the absence of irradiation, i.e. relying on the intrinsic effect of silver only.

**Interaction mechanism.** A complete exploration of the interaction mechanism of these new materials with bacteria was out of the scope of the paper, but some consideration can however be made based on literature data and theoretical knowledge. The intrinsic effect of silver nanoparticles is mainly based on the release of silver ions. As we previously demonstrated in a previous work, a monolayer of AgNPs exposed to a water environment undergoes progressive oxidation to silver oxide, with a constant release of silver ions in time.\(^\text{30}\)

Furthermore, silver nanoparticles typically show a broad antibacterial spectrum, being active against at least 12 species of bacteria including several resistant strains.\(^\text{33}\) Nanosilver has also antifungal, antiviral, and antiprototrozoal activities\(^\text{32}\) and can control vector-borne infections.\(^\text{33}\)

The photothermal effect, on the other hand, relies simply on local hyperthermia that can disrupt malignant cells and bacteria by heating. As we discussed in the dedicated paragraph in this paper, even a small temperature increase (i.e. around 10 °C in our case) can lead to a significant decrease in the bacterial cell viability. Crucial parameters for the photothermal effect are the time of irradiation, the irradiation wavelength and the power density of the laser. In our study, we irradiated the samples at
808 nm for 30 minutes using an irradiance of 0.26 W cm$^{-2}$ and a beam waist of 1.0 cm. It must be stressed that most of the studies on photothermal nanomaterials (metals, polymers or carbon based) use higher irradiances: e.g. 1 W cm$^{-2}$.[34] We chose to work at an irradiance below the ANSI standards for skin irradiation (i.e. 0.32 W cm$^{-2}$ at 800 nm),[35] in the perspective of potential in vivo use of these materials. The photothermal effect, as already reported in the literature, is a powerful tool that can also overcome the resistance of Gram+ and Gram− bacteria.[34]

Conclusions

In this paper we presented a new material prepared using the layer-by-layer approach. The material combines photothermally active Prussian blue nanoparticles and intrinsically antibacterial silver nanoparticles. Prussian blue is an FDA approved material and is completely biocompatible and its photothermal effect is well known. Silver, on the other hand, has been extensively studied for its potential in antibacterial materials and preparations. Several studies demonstrated that silver-decorated surfaces are non-cytotoxic.[36,37] The photothermally active Prussian blue nanoparticles and intrinsically antibacterial silver nanoparticles. Prussian blue is an FDA approved material and is completely biocompatible and its photothermal effect is well known. Silver, on the other hand, has been extensively studied for its potential in antibacterial materials and preparations. Several studies demonstrated that silver-decorated surfaces are non-cytotoxic.[36,37] The photothermally active layer of PB is anchored on a SiO$_2$ surface exploiting an organic SAM as an anchoring layer. PB is then covered with a thin layer of silica, in order to protect it from undesired reactions with silver and to add mechanical and chemical stability, thus improving its durability. Silver nanoparticles, on the other hand, are grafted on the SiO$_2$ layer and exposed on the surface in order to be able to exert their effect. Antibacterial activity tests demonstrated that these materials have a good intrinsic effect against Gram− and Gram+ bacteria and, most importantly, this effect can be increased and accelerated in the presence of irradiation at 808 nm. The use of an irradiation wavelength in the near infrared region opens the possibility of using these materials in vivo, with trough tissue irradiation. The photothermal effect can be activated with a low-irradiance laser, complying with the standards for in vivo use. The surface functionalization strategy presented in this paper can thus be employed for the functionalization of internalized devices, applying the same synthetic procedure on polymeric or inorganic materials commonly used in biomedical devices and implants. This could help in answering the increasing need for new materials capable of preventing the spreading of infections and the formation of biofilms.
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